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ABSTRACT

Robust estimation of allele frequencies in pools of
DNA has the potential to reduce genotyping costs
and/or increase the number of individuals contribut-
ing to a study where hundreds of thousands of genetic
markers need to be genotyped in very large popula-
tions sample sets, such as genome wide association
studies. In order to make accurate allele frequency
estimations from pooled samples a correction for
unequal allele representation must be applied. We
have developed the polynomial based probe specific
correction (PPC)which isanovel correctionalgorithm
for accurate estimation of allele frequencies in data
from high-density microarrays. This algorithm was
validated through comparison of allele frequencies
from a set of 10 individually genotyped DNA’s and
frequencies estimated from pools of these 10 DNAs
using GeneChip 10K Mapping Xba 131 arrays. Our
results demonstrate that when using the PPC to cor-
rect for allelic biases the accuracy of the allele
frequency estimates increases dramatically.

INTRODUCTION

Mapping the genetic basis underlying common multifactorial
diseases such as cancer through whole genome association
studies has attracted much attention in recent years. The dis-
covery and characterization of millions of single nucleotide
polymorphism (SNP) markers throughout the human genome
(1) and the development of genotyping technology means that
genome wide association studies are becoming technically
possible. Estimates hold that whole genome association stud-
ies using SNPs require genotyping of hundreds of thousands to

a million markers in large groups of cases and controls (2,3).
The number of cases and controls needed varies depending on
disease of interest and the level of linkage disequilibrium in
the study population but to achieve adequate power, sample
sizes will be counted in the hundreds or thousands even in the
most favorable scenarios. While genotyping cost is decreasing,
the high costs associated with genotyping large numbers of
individuals for this large number of markers may prove to be
rate limiting for this type of study (4,5). As a means of redu-
cing the effort and costs involved, estimating allele frequen-
cies in pools of equimolar amounts of DNA have been
explored as an alternative to individual genotyping (6,7).
This strategy has successfully been used in a number of can-
didate gene case-control studies using both SNPs (8,9) and
microsatellites (10). Many different strategies for pooling have
been suggested (11) but most researchers view pooling in
combination with whole genome analysis as a first screening
tool to identify markers with potential interest that can be
chosen for subsequent individual genotyping (4,12,13). The
simplest strategy is the two-pool design where all cases are
collected in the first pool and all controls are collected in a
second pool but other more elaborate pooling schemes have
also been suggested. For instance, creating sets of sub-pools
allows stratification, not only on the basis of the disease trait
but also on secondary and tertiary traits as well. This might for
instance capture effects of environmental factors that are
known to affect the disease in question (14).

High density microarrays capable of parallel genotyping of
tens to hundreds of thousands of SNPs currently provide the
strongest candidate technology for large scale genome wide
genotyping (15–17). Recently, four loci associated with mild
mental impairment were identified in the first pool based gen-
ome wide screen using GeneChip 10K Mapping Xba 131
arrays (13). Although these microarrays are primarily
designed for individual genotyping, we and others (9,
18–21) have successfully explored the possibility of using
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the quantitative nature of the signal hybridization intensities
from such microarrays for making allele frequency estimations
in pooled DNA. To improve the accuracy of allele frequency
estimates from pooled DNA, corrections have to be made to
account for biases in allelic representation (22,23). This allelic
representation bias is mainly caused by allele specific prefer-
ential amplification of the genomic DNA and/or differences in
hybridization properties for the different probe sequences. The
most common correction method is k-correction which uses a
correction factor k that is empirically derived from the
signal intensity pattern of heterozygote individuals (24,25).
k-correction was recently adapted for high-density microarray
data resulting in a substantial improvement in accuracy of the
allele frequency estimates (20). Here, we describe a novel
correction algorithm which we call the polynomial based
probe specific correction (PPC) and we show that it further
increases the accuracy of the allele frequency estimates com-
pared with previously described algorithms. PPC is based on a
probe pair specific hybridization profile that was empirically
derived from studying unique probe responses in a reference
set of 26 GeneChip 10K Mapping Xba 131 arrays. The algo-
rithm was subsequently utilized to estimate the allele frequen-
cies in a pool of 10 individuals that had been genotyped
previously using GeneChip 10K Mapping Xba 131 arrays.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

DNA samples

The DNA samples are fully described in L. M. FitzGerald,
J. Stankovich, G. Price, J. Brohede, S. Quinn, R. Thomson,
D. Challis, M. Challis, C. R. Wilkinson, J. Slavin, A. Banks,
K. Hazelwood, D. Mackey, G. N. Hannan, T. Dwyer,
J. L. Dickinson, D. Venter and J. D. McKay (manuscript
submitted). Written informed consent was obtained from
all participating individuals and ethics approval was obtained
from the Southern Tasmanian Human Research Ethics
Committee.

Genotyping

Genotyping of individual and DNA pools were made using
the GeneChip 10K Mapping Xba 131 assay according to the
GeneChip Mapping Assay Manual (Affymetrix) and all
reagents were supplied by the manufacturer if not stated
otherwise. Briefly, 250 ng of DNA was digested by Xba I
(New England Biolabs) and Xba adaptors were subsequently
ligated to the ends of all fragments using T4 DNA ligase
(New England Biolabs). This was used as template in a PCR
amplification using AmpliTaqGold (Applied Biosystems)
and a single primer complementary to the adaptor sequence.
PCR products were purified from excess primer and salts by
QIAquick spin-columns (QIAGEN) and a 20 mg aliquot was
fragmented using DNase I. An aliquot of the fragmented DNA
was separated and visualized in a 2% agarose gel in 1· TBE
buffer to ensure that the bulk of the product had been properly
fragmented to a size <200 bp. The fragmented samples were
end-labeled with biotin using terminal deoxynucleotidyl trans-
ferase before each sample was allowed to hybridize to a
GeneChip 10K Mapping Xba 131 array for 16 h.

Following hybridization the arrays were washed and stained
using an Affymetrix Fluidics Station 450. Most stringent wash

was 0.6· SSPE, 0.01% Tween-20 at 45�C and the samples
were stained with R-phycoerythrin (Molecular Probes).
Imaging of the microarrays was performed using either a
GeneArray (Agilent) or a GCS3000 (Affymetrix) high-
resolution scanner. Genotype calls and probe intensity data
were extracted with the GeneChip DNA Analysis Software
(GDAS) (Affymetrix) using default parameters.

DNA pooling

Pools were constructed from equal amounts of DNA from 10
individuals that had been genotyped previously by the Gene-
Chip 10K Mapping Xba 131 assay. To ensure that equimolar
amounts of DNA were pooled, accurate quantifications were
made using PicoGreen assay (Molecular Probes) against a
standard curve of lDNA.

To assess the variability in the pool construction, DNA
quantification, dilution, pooling and GeneChip assay steps
were performed independently three times creating pooled
samples or ‘true replicas’: p10_rep1, p10_rep2 and p10_
rep3. To capture the variation introduced by the GeneChip
Mapping assay alone, technical replicas were made by inde-
pendently amplifying and hybridizing the pooled DNA’s of
p10_rep1 two additional times (creating pooled samples or
‘technical replicas’: p10_rep1_tech_2 and p10_rep1_tech_3).
For the purpose of evaluating the results a measure of accuracy
was defined as the absolute difference between the allele fre-
quency deduced from the individual genotyping and the cor-
responding estimate made using pooled DNA, averaged over
all available SNPs.

Rationale for algorithm

The basis for the PPC algorithm is to correct the raw signal
intensity data in a probe pair specific manner. The algorithm
only utilizes the signal intensity values from the 20 probes that
constitute perfect matches for every SNP that can be interrog-
ated on a GeneChip 10K Mapping Xba 131 array. These 20
probes are divided into 10 probe pairs where each pair consists
of one probe that perfectly matches the A allele (PMA) and
one probe that perfectly matches the B allele (PMB). The
difference between the 10 pairs is which strand (sense versus
antisense) is interrogated and the position of the polymorph-
ism relative to the centre of the 25mer that constitutes a probe
(15). If considering the signal intensity from one probe pair j
for a given SNP let:

xj ¼
Aj

Aj þ Bj

� � ‚ 1

where Aj and Bj are the observed signal intensity values for
PMA and PMB, respectively. However, the hybridization
affinities of any probe pair will be unique owing to sequence
specific hybridization properties. Variation in the amplifica-
tion efficiency between the two different alleles and back-
ground hybridization are two additional factors that must be
taken into account to make an accurate allele frequency estim-
ate. Together this suggests that all probe pairs have distinctly
different hybridization profiles which is our rationale for mak-
ing a unique correction for each probe pair. In mathematical
terms the hybridization profile for any given probe pair could
be best described by a second-degree polynomial. In order to
obtain the unique hybridization profile for the majority of
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probe pairs on the GeneChip 10K Mapping Xba 131 array we
capitalized on a set of 26 reference microarrays that had been
used for individual genotyping. For a second-degree polyno-
mial to be derived for a particular probe pair the minimum
requirement was that at least one individual homozygous for
the A allele (AA), one individual homozygous for the B allele
(BB) and one heterozygote (AB) individual were present
among the 26 reference microarrays. The true allele frequency
(defined to be 1.0 for genotype AA, 0.5 for genotype AB and
0.0 for genotype BB) was plotted against the corresponding
allele frequencies estimates made using Equation 1. A script
designed in R derived the coefficients for the second-degree
polynomial that describes the relationship between the true
allele frequency and the estimated allele frequency. In this
way the second-degree polynomial coefficients for 80 660
probe pairs (10 for each of 8066 SNPs) were successfully
obtained.

Allele frequency estimates in pools of DNA

To estimate the allele frequencies from the microarrays
hybridized with pooled DNA, signal intensity values from
all probes were extracted by the export function of GDAS
2.0 (Affymetrix). Using only the perfect match probes, the
frequency of allele A was estimated for each probe pair indi-
vidually by Equation 1 followed by correction by its unique
second-degree polynomial:

f Ajð Þ ¼ b0 þ b1 · xj þ b2 · x2
j : 2

Then a median value of the 10 estimates corresponding to one
particular SNP was used to represent the allele frequency for
that SNP.

RESULTS

Validation of PPC

Equimolar amounts of DNA from 10 individuals were pooled
before being assayed on a GeneChip 10K Mapping Xba 131
array according to manufacturer’s instruction. Signal intensity
data was extracted and allele frequencies were estimated
according to the algorithm described above. All measurements
of DNA concentration, all pooling procedures and all Gene-
Chip assays were replicated, independently, three times in
order to study the variation introduced by the pooling proced-
ure. To study the assay variation, technical replicas were made
from one of the pools by repeating the GeneChip assays and
hybridizations three times for one of the pools of DNA. In
order to evaluate the accuracy of the allele frequency estima-
tions from these pooling experiments all 10 DNA samples
were individually genotyped. This provided a more accurate
measure of the alleles that made up the pools than using
population frequencies. Using only SNPs for which genotype
information was available for all 10 individuals the expected
allele frequencies in the pools could be deduced for 8180
SNPs. Accuracy was defined as the absolute difference
between the allele frequency estimate and the allele frequency
deduced from individual genotyping. An average accuracy
was calculated for each replica and the results was summarized
in Table 1. Computer scripts for deriving the second-degree
polynomials and the subsequent allele frequency estimation
were written in Perl (http://www.perl.org) or R (http://www.
r-project.org<http://www.perl.org>) and are available at http://
www.bioinformatics.csiro.au/publications.shtml.

True replicas versus technical replicas

For the pooled sample GeneChip replicas, the average accur-
acy was 0.054 and ranged from 0.043 to 0.067 (Table 1)
equivalent to or better than that other reported by other pub-
lished pooling studies (9,19,20). We also observed an average
correlation (r2) of 0.904 for the true replicas and 0.959 for the
technical replicas (Table 2). The range of accuracy for the
three true replicas (0.048, 0.043 and 0.062) was no different
than that for the technical replicas (0.048, 0.053 and 0.067).
However when creating a replica average, by averaging the
individual SNP by SNP frequency estimates from each of the
‘true’ and ‘technical’ replicas before comparing it with the
corresponding deduced allele frequency, there were different
responses from the true replicas compared with the technical
replicas. When averaging in this way the average accuracy

Table 1. Accuracy measures for allele frequency estimates using PPC

Sample Average
accuracya

Largest
under-
estimation

Largest
over-
estimation

Proportion
differing
>10%b

p10_rep1 0.048 (0.061) �0.292 0.263 10.3
p10_rep1_tech 2 0.053 (0.069) �0.288 0.284 14.2
p10_rep1_tech 3 0.067 (0.084) �0.364 0.400 22.4
p10_rep2 0.043 (0.056) �0.244 0.247 7.6
p10_rep3 0.062 (0.079) �0.629 0.445 19.3
p10average true replicas 0.029 (0.038) �0.194 0.206 1.8
p10average technical replicas 0.050 (0.065) �0.294 0.294 12.1

aAccuracy is measured as specified in the text. Standard deviation in brackets.
bProportion of markers where the estimated allele frequency differs by more
than ±10% of the deduced value.

Table 2. r2-Values from allele frequency estimates in all pools of 10 individuals

True allele
frequencya

p10_rep1 p10_rep1_tech2 p10_rep1_tech3 p10_rep2 p10_rep3 p10average true replicas p10average technical replicas

True allele frequencya 1 0.966 0.960 0.923 0.948 0.929 0.978 0.962
p10_rep1 1 0.971 0.944 0.914 0.934 0.983 0.985
p10_rep1_tech2 1 0.963 0.892 0.952 0.973 0.992
p10_rep1_tech3 1 0.845 0.926 0.940 0.983
p10_rep2 1 0.865 0.949 0.895
p10_rep3 1 0.969 0.950
p10average true replicas 1 0.978
p10average technical replicas 1

Note that p10average true replicas and p10average technical replicas are averages of several samples rather than independent microarrays.
aAllele frequencies deduced from individual genotyping.
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increased to 0.029 for the true replicas and to 0.050 for the
technical replicas. This increase in accuracy for the true rep-
licas was also reflected in the other parameters shown in
Table 1. For instance, the percentages of estimates that dif-
fered by >0.1 for the technical replicas 1, 2 and 3 were 10.3,
14.2 and 22.4%, respectively, while the average figure for the
technical replicas was 12.1%. Corresponding percentages for
the true replicas were within the same range (10.3, 7.6 and
19.3% for replicas 1, 2 and 3, respectively) but showed an
exceptional improvement for the replica average, that is 1.8%.
This effect was probably largely owing to the canceling out of
variation in the pooling procedure (for instance pipetting inac-
curacies) for the true replicas while the corresponding vari-
ation in the technical replicas was only introduced once and
therefore no canceling out will occur. Table 3 shows the
accuracy in relation to the deduced allele frequency for the
average of the true replicas.

Comparison with previously described algorithms

To further evaluate the algorithm described here scripts in Perl
and R were designed to estimate allele frequencies from the
three true p10 replicas described above using previously
described algorithms for identical (19,20) or very similar
types of microarrays (9). All comparisons shown in Table 4
and Figure 1 are based on averaging the individual estimates of
the three true p10 replicas as described above.

DISCUSSION

Estimating allele frequencies from pooled data, or allelotyping
(13), has been suggested as an alternative to individual

genotyping in large scale projects as a way to bring down
the costs. Although pooling can be used for directly identify-
ing disease associated markers most scientists view pooling as
a first screen in order to identify markers for a subsequent
targeted genotyping on an individual level. To demonstrate
the utility of PPC on the estimation of allele frequencies in
DNA pools, our study used pools of 10 individuals with three
true replicas, resulting in a one-third study wide saving com-
pared with individual genotyping and only a modest budget
benefit. Optimal pool size for allelotyping will ultimately
depend on a cost/benefit analysis specific to the individual
study design, allelotyping methodology and budget restrains.
Pfeiffer et al. (26) explores pool sizes of 3–10 while Barrat
et al. (27) advocates an optimal pool size of 50 individuals and
Le Hellard et al. (28) argues for pool sizes of several hundred
individuals. While there appears to be clear benefits in the pool
sizes described here, the effect a larger pool size has on the
average accuracy when allelotyping with the PPC remains to
be tested. On the basis of our results, it appeared that multiple
true replicas made a significant difference to the allele fre-
quency estimation accuracy, therefore, when considering the
cost benefits of a pooling approach we suggest retaining
adequate replicas for each pool regardless of size.

Differences in SNP hybridization characteristics make it
difficult to make accurate allele frequency estimations in
high-density microarray data. We have tackled this problem
by empirically deriving a specific correction formula for each
probe pair. The underlying mathematic relationship for the
probe response has been accurately described with a
second-degree polynomial. During the course of this project
logistical regression and robust regression using Huber’s M
estimator (29) were also assessed as allelotyping algorithms
and although they also performed fairly well in preliminary
studies they were always outperformed by the second-degree
polynomial which is why they were not explored further (data
not shown).

The PPC is an ideal correction formula for standardized
genotyping platforms like the Affymetrix GeneChip Mapping
array system where large sets of reference microarrays can
easily be gathered for the purpose of deriving the probe spe-
cific hybridization profiles. In addition to standardized
microarrays, the Affymetrix GeneChip platform employs
standardized hybridization, washing and scanning equipment
which further works to keep the hybridization profile constant
between experiments. Our results show that this technology
platform has a very high level of consistency as reflected in the
high r2 values for the technical replicas (Table 2). Moreover,
our results from averaging of replicas highlight the importance
of making true replicas rather than technical replicas where
only the amplification to hybridization steps are replicated. In
technical replicas all biases would be re-amplified and would
show up on all replica microarrays while random variation
introduced in the pooling procedure would work in different
directions and therefore increase the accuracy measure for true
replicas. Under the conditions described here the accuracy
increased from an average of 0.050 for the technical replicas
to 0.029 for the true replicas. While this level of accuracy is
comparable with most other technologies that have been used
in conjunction with pooled DNA (Table 5), the mass-
parallelism of high-density microarrays distinguish it as an
ideal tool for genome wide genetic scans.

Table 4. Comparisons of the accuracy using different algorithms

Reference Average
accuracya

No. of
SNPs

Largest
under-
estimation

Largest
over-
estimation

Proportion
differing
>10%b

This article 0.029 (0.038) 5705 �0.194 0.206 1.8
(20) 0.053 (0.060) 7059 �0.395 0.213 12.6
(19) 0.070 (0.091) 8179 �0.514 0.441 25.5
(9) 0.073 (0.092) 7633 �0.510 0.469 26.5

aAccuracy is measured as specified in the text. Standard deviation in brackets.
bProportion of markers where the estimated allele frequency differs by more
than ±10% of the deduced value.

Table 3. Average accuracy in different allele frequency intervals for the aver-

age replica sample p10average true replicas

Allele frequency interval Average accuracya nb

0.0–0.1 0.019 (0.014) 125
0.1–0.2 0.029 (0.024) 345
0.2–0.3 0.032 (0.028) 631
0.3–0.4 0.029 (0.027) 744
0.4–0.5 0.027 (0.023) 793
0.5–0.6 0.028 (0.023) 805
0.6–0.7 0.028 (0.024) 779
0.7–0.8 0.030 (0.027) 747
0.8–0.9 0.032 (0.026) 501
0.9–1.0 0.026 (0.019) 235

aAccuracy is measured as specified in the text. Standard deviation in brackets.
bNumber of SNPs in the interval.
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When comparing the results from the previously published
algorithms it’s important to note the algorithm described in (9)
was not developed for the GeneChip 10K Mapping Xba 131
arrays as were the other algorithms. The arrays they used in
that study were similar in the way they were manufactured and
the probes were also 25mers but one main difference is that
there were 80 probes per SNP rather than the 40 present on the
GeneChip. The 40 extra probes were an additional set of
mismatch probes that would make the estimates of background
signal more accurate for the chips used in (9) compared with
the GeneChip 10K Mapping Xba 131 arrays used in this study.
Since the performance of their algorithm was highly depend-
ent on the subtraction of background it is probable that
the estimates presented here (using the less comprehensive
background estimate from our GeneChip 10K Mapping Xba
131 array data) would have been more accurate if we had
used microarrays similar in design to those used in (9).
Furthermore, they used their algorithm to estimate differences
in allele frequency between cases and controls rather than for
accurate allelotyping. While there are differences between the
microarrays used in this article and the ones used in (9) we
believe that they are similar enough to make an interesting
comparison with the other algorithms in Table 4.

The algorithm described in (19) was based on the relative
allele signal (RAS) value calculated by genotype scoring using
the Modified Partitioning Around Medoids (MPAM)

algorithm implemented the GDAS software. These authors
stress the difference between cases and controls as the main
outcome rather than accurate estimates for each DNA pool.
Simpson et al. (20) developed this algorithm further and
implemented k-correction. The k-correction uses the pattern
of heterozygotes to correct the average RAS values for allelic
biases. Their paper also showed the need to correct for allelic
biases particularly for rare alleles. Meaburn et al. (21) reported
that the accuracy increased from 0.077 to 0.036 when a k-
correction was applied to GeneChip 10K Mapping Xba 131
data in a subset of 104 SNPs in a pool consisting of DNAs from
100 individuals. This was in fairly good agreement with the
corresponding figures in this article (0.070 increased to 0.053
with k-correction). When applying the probe specific correc-
tion equations based on second-degree polynomials described
in this paper the accuracy further increased to 0.029. More-
over, allelotyping using PPC occasionally resulted in estimates
outside the 0–1 range which is in contrast to the algorithms that
were based on the RAS values. When examining the results
from p10average true replicas the extent of this was very low with
only 16 markers (0.28%) having estimates outside the 0–1
range further supporting the high accuracy of PPC.

While the algorithms described by Butcher et al. (19) and
Hinds et al. (9) have an advantage in that no prior knowledge
about the probe response is required, the lower levels of accur-
acy might be limiting their usefulness. In contrast, both the

Figure 1. The figure shows the relationship between the allele frequency deduced from individual genotyping and the allele frequency estimated with (A) the PPC
described here, (B) the algorithm described in (20), (C) the algorithm described in (19) and (D) the algorithm described in (9). All estimates were based on the average
of three replicas as specified in the text.
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PPC and the k-correction produce highly accurate estimates
but depend on prior knowledge of the behavior of the probe
specific hybridization profile which limits the number of mark-
ers available for allelotyping. In particular the PPC algorithm
was affected by this since a reliable second-degree polynomial
could only be derived after assessing at least one individual
homozygous for the reference allele, one heterozygote and one
homozygote for the alternative allele. This could easily be
overcome by increasing the size of databases from where
the probe specific hybridization profiles was derived. This
has for instance been addressed by others (20) who have
designed a public database where anyone can deposit Gene-
Chip data to constantly improve and access the k-correction
coefficients.

A GeneChip 10K Mapping Xba 131 arrays suffices for
performing linkage analysis in a family but to perform asso-
ciation studies in a complex population, we will need 100 000,
or maybe even 500 000 to a million SNPs (3). Even given that
the cost of genotyping is coming down to <1 cent per SNP, the
overall cost for an association study involving hundreds of
cases and controls will be very expensive. It will be a great
advantage to have new algorithms developed to reduce cost
while not affecting the power to locate disease genes in

study populations, particularly with the recent release of the
Affymetrix 500K SNPs arrays.
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